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Abstract

One of the few experimental studies to focus upon variables which

might play a role in police interrogation is Bem's "false confession"

research. He showed that subjects com to believe that their false

statements are true when emitted In the presence of a discriminative

truth stimulus. In an attempted replication, the present study found

evidence to support an alternative explanation of this finding, based

upon decreased vigilance induced by the truth stimulus. In contrast,

the lie stimulus was shown to promote more cautious responding as

evidenced by better recall, greater confidence, slower reaction time,

and a different pattern of physiological responsivity.
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'.)ne of the clearest examples of behavior control is found in the

police interrogation room, where a suspect can often be induced to

confess to a crime which he may or may not have committed. Th

rtagnitude of this control becomes particularly impressive when we

rcealize that the consequences of such behavior are usually imprisonment

or death. The manner in which confessions are obtained has imiortant

legal implications, since the presence of psychological co:rcion could

influence their admissibility as trial evidence. Zimbardo's (1967)

analysis of the various psychological techniques used to elicit con-

fessions hi,,,hlights the problems such methods pose for our system of

justice.

In spite of the importance of this phenomenon, only one experi-

mental study (Beam 1966) h.s focu-*ed on it. Bern found that under certain

conditions subjects core to believe in the false confessions that they

have made. According to his self-attribution theory, an individual

bases his subsequent attitudes and beliefs on the behavior that h, has

observed himse.f perlorming. Thus, if La sees himself making statements

under circumstances 11reviously associated with telling tae truth, he

will believe that vhe statements are true (even if they are, in fact,

false). Because of both the practical and theoretical implications of

this phenomenon, as well, as the small sample employed, Mim's experiment

desc.ves to be rtpli.ted a7.d extended further. The present study attempts

to duplicate 1kim's paradigm for studying this self persuasion process,
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which may be a critic:il fcat,,.e of police interrog ation.

iach subject first performs a word task in wuich he crosses out

soe words but not others. He is then trained to make true statements

ir, the presence of one colored light (the "truth light") and to make

false statements in the prcsence of a second light (the "lie light",

Finally, he is raquired to make statements about words which he Dre-

jiously did or (lid not cross out. T-alf of these "confessions" are

false and halt are true. Lach of them is made in the presence of one

of the two lights, and the subject is then asked to recall whether he

actually had or had not crossed out the word. Following Bert, the pre-

diction is that there will be an interaction between the lights and the

confessions. False confessions made in the presence of the truth light

will produce more recall errors than false cc jessions made when the

lie light is on. On the other hand, true confessions emitted in the

presence of the lie light will prod,.!ce mo recall errors than :ue

confessions made in the presence of the truth light.

Mn thod
2

Subjects

Fifty-five Stanford college students (thirty-six males and nineteen

females) were asked to participate in a study on lie detection. Half

were recruited from campus dormitories and were paid for their partici-

pation, while the others took part in the study to satisfy a requirement

of the ntroductory psychology course.

irocedure

'Thie experimental paradigm consists oZ four successive phases.
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Phase I - The subject engages in some activity which can be later

used as the content of his "confessions."

Phase II -- The experimenter obtains information from the subject

which will be used in the training procedure of the next phase,

'tase III - Two discriminative stimuli are established for truth

telling and lying.

Phase IV -- These stimuli are paired with "confvssions" which the

subject is required to ma:.a about his previous activity in Phase I. The

major dependent measures are the subject's recall of what he actually

did in Phase I, as well as his confidence in the accuracy of his recall.

In the first phase of the experiment, the subject was given a list

coaon nouns and an alph-hetical guide which contained fifty of these

.:OZUS. ije was then asked to cress out each word on the list that also

a: eared in the alphabetical guide. In the second part of the study,

the subject completed a 50-item self-infornation form, which asked such

luestions as "4hat is your favorite music?" and "hat did you eat for

dinner last night?"

For the remainder of the study, the experimentcr communicated with

the subject (who was in a sound-proof chamabr) via an intercom. The

followin:1 procedure was then used in Vhase III to establish two colored

lights as the discriminative stimuli for truth telling and lying. The

experimenter asked questions one a, a time from the subject's self-informa-

tion form. After each question, one of two colored lights was illuminated

in the subject's room (according to the "lie detection" cover story, the

lights were connected to "voice recording equipment"). If the red light

camc on, the subject had to answer with a truthful statement; if the
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white light came on, he had to give an. untrue answer to the question

(the colors were reversed for half the subjects). Half of the fifty

questions were paired with the "truth light" and the remainder it.-h the

"lie light."

TIhe final phase of the study tested the effect of this discrimination

trnining on the subject's recall Vcrformance. The subject was required

to make forty stateents about the words he did or did not cross out in

the~ lhase I word task. Half of these staitements were true ones and half

.iere fals . while the subject .a's making each of these forced responses,

or "confessions," one of the two colored lights war illuminated. There

were thus four experimental conditions of ten words each: false con-

Cession - truth light, false confession - lic light, true confession

truth light, true confession - lie lig4ht. This within-subject.s -,sign

allowcd each subject to serve as his own control. ifter miaing each

"confession," the subject indicated whether he thou-,ht he actuailly had

or had not crossed out the word. He als. indicaited his confi,.ence in

the accuracy of his recall on a five-point scale (ranging from

5 ="absolutely sure" tl 1 ="not sure at all"). At the e, of the

experiivent, the subject was questioned abo-it his reactions to the lights

and the "confessions," and was then debriefed.

Results 3

At preliminary analysis of tho. atai showed that lem's precicted

interaction was not occurring. Rather, subjects were more accurate in

their recall under both of the lie lit~ht conditions than under the truth

light conditions. This finding suggested that the lie lig-ht may have
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acquired the properties of a "vigilance" cue, signalling the subject

to take his time and think carefully about his response. To test this

alternative notion, the subject's response time (i.e. the interval

betw--en the "confession" and the recall response) was measured, he

prediction being that it would be longer in both lie lig-ht conditions.

In addition, the subject's physiological responsivity (heart rate and

GSR) was recorded on an Offncr Type R Dynograph. It was predicted that

the greater vigilance induced by the lie lit-ht would be reflected in

a greatr probability of GSR responses. Following from the lacey,

Kagan, Lacey, & I-bss (1963) findings of heart deceleration uith sustained

attentiveness, it was also predicted that heart rate would be lower for

nLi lie light conditions. The use of rzcordin; elcctrodes did not

a:p eat to disrupt the 4x, . -imcnt in any way; in fact, it a:tually

enhanced its validity by nuiking the cover .Aory of "lie detection" even

more plausible.

Overall, the data for 55 subjects strongly support the vigilance

hypothesis (min effect of lights) and definitely do not confirm Bem's

theory of self-observation and persuasion (interaction of 111hts and

confessions). As shown in Table 1, subjects made fewer errors in the

Insert Table I about here

lie li,.ht conditions than in the truth liglic coaditions. This cc-, arison

is significant at the .001 level in the false confession conditicn and

thus replicates Da's original finding. However, the *m coaparison in

the true confession condition (,<.02) is opposite in direction to Bem's

result. 7he subjects' confidence ratings generally reflect their recall
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performance; confidence was higher for lie light than for truth light

conditions (t = 2.10, 54 df, 2< .05).

A better index of the subjects' rec,.ll performance combines recall

accuracy and confidence into a single score. An error which is made

with a confidence rating of 5 is a "bigger" error than one made with a

confidence rating of 1, for example, and should be weighted differently.

Accordingly, each of the subjects' responses was given a score from

1 to 10, where 1 = error with a confidence rating of 5, 2 = error with a

confidence rating of 4 . . . 6 = correct response with a confidence

rating of I . . . 10 = correct response with a confidence rating of S.

Table 2 presents the means of these combined scores for each of the four

Insert T4ble 2 about here

conditions. The "non-conflict" groups (truth light - true confession,

lie light - false cmfession) can be considered as a baseline against

which to compare the opposing "conflict" groups. The "conflict" condition

with the lie light has a slightly higher score than this baseline, while

the truth light "conflict" group has a lower one.

A more precise netric than wan combined !-zores is provided by the

mory operating curve (ttktnson, bower. & Orothers, 1965). This curve

takes into account not only the size (i.e. weighting) af trUA response,

but the type of correct or incorrect responre that is made. In other

words, there are vo types of errors (saying "yes" when the true answer

ia "no," or "no" when the true answer is "yes") and, similarlv, two types

of correct responses. To determine the shape of the mewry operating

curve, a 10-poi it scale of the subjects' possible responses, ranging

j
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from "no" with confidence of 5 to "yes" with confidence of 5, is used.

The frequency of subjects' responses at each of these s, ale positions

is recorded, thus forming a response frequency distribution. One such

distribution is calculated for the 20 test items which had a correct

answer of "yes," and another for the 20 itcis which were correctly answered

by "no." These two distributions are converted to cumulative probability

distributions which then form the axes of the r~lory operatin- curve.

Two such curves were plot gud for the present - Tudy -- one for the lie

li.,kt c-,nditious and Dne for the truth light concitions.

Th. slape of the curves describ.,% how well the subjeccs re.ezaiured

,,hat words tixy di or did aot cross out in :hase I. If tLeir recall

h-i1 b'en :o bet r than chanc;', ti- resulting curve would be the

diago..l shcwn in Figure 1. That is, subj-cts .Aild 'e ju;L .. s likely

Insert Figure 1 about here

to give a particulir r-sonse (for uxamlple, "no" with confi e lce of 4)

to a "yeo" ite:, as to a "no" ite -. "Lowever, if their recall ;s ab:;olutelU

erfect (i.e. they al.ays gave the correct answer with, confidence of 5),

the curve would Le a right angle alo ,. th%, upper letthand corrrr of the

,r Qh. Thus, Lhe ILVTt'er the stibject s' .L lory, the furihcr ,away thc

curve is fro,. the clance performance dik'onal aiid thc closer it is to the

.1crfect perforzuancc right ingle. Fig.ure I presents the mciory o*eratin(r.

curves for the prescnt study ind shows graphic.illy that subjeci h.l

betrnr me .ory in the lie light conditions than in the truth Ii. ht condi-

-ions.

The rasures of resonse ti- and hysiologicnl -esx-nsivLty offer
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soiae weak support for the vigilance hypothesis, since the differences

were in the predicted direction but did not reach significance. The

lie light conditions showed a slightly longer response time, lower

heart rate, and larger numbers of GSR responses. Some further support

for the vigilance hypothesis comes from subjects who voluntarily reported

that they became more anxious and attentive when Lhe lie light was

present, but relaxed and didn't try so hard when the "friendc-" truth

li ght came on.

Dis"ussion

The findings of this study suggest that the presence of the lie

light causes the subjects to think harder and to be more cautious, with

the result that they make fewer errors and are more confident in their

recall accuracy. The lie light appears to be a cue for a generalized

stak of vigilance, and thus has a different cognitive significance

for the subject than the truth light. This cue property could result

from the training procedure in Phase II. 4hile it is fairly easy for

the subject to respond with a true answer to .a question, he has to

think harder and make a "double response" in order to lie. That is,

he has to first think of the true answer and then think of one different

from it. Such responses, which involve more complex reasoning, have

been shown by iark (1969) to be associated with a longer reaction time.

An analysts of each subject's pattern of responding reveals that

the majority (51%) of the subjects showed the vigilance main effect,

while 207. of them showed Bee's predicted interaction. Most of the

remaining subjectc hnowed response patterns that werei the reverse of
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these two hypotheses. Eighteen percent had interaction patterns that were

the opposite of Barn's predicted interaction, while only 7% showed a

reversed main effect that was contrary to the vigilance hypothesis.

The remaining 4% of the subjects showed no effect of the diacriminative

light training on their recall. These results suggest that subjects

were responding differently to the experimental situation, perhaps as a

function of their pre-experimental training histories. It may be that

such variables as incentive or motivation to do well are responsible

for these individual differences, and should be systematically varied in

future research,

Although Bem speaks of inducing belief in false confessions, this

phenomenon is not actually demonstrated by the results of either his

oriyinal study or the present replication. If a person had actually

come to believe his false statements, his confidence in the accuracy of

his recall should be as high as the confidence in his true statements.

However, the experimental findings show that confidence ratings drop as

the subject makes more errors. In other words, he is, with good reason,

becoming more unsure of his recall accuracy. Such confusion and lack

of confidence may set the stage for belief in false confessions (by

making the person more vulnerable to subsequent interrogation tactics),

but they are definitely not evidence of the belief itself. Future

research could better establish the possible link between confusion and

susceptibility to attitude change. The findings of the present study

suggest that subjects would be most likely to change their attitudes after

being exposed to the truth light - false confession condition, but would

Le most resistant to attitude change techniques in the lie light - true
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confession condition, In contrast, Bem's model and experimental findings

would predict that both of these "conflict" conditions would be equally

susceptible to attitude change techniques, and more so than either of

the "non-conflict" conditions.

It is somewhat difficult to' extrapolate from the two present studits

to the "real world" because the experimental situation was a rather

artificial and uninvolving one. Moreover, since the obtained differences

were fairly sall, it is questionable whether they are of practical

significance. Further experiments on false confessions should use

different paradigms which build in a greater degree of mundane realism,

and in which the act of "confessing" has greater consequences for the

subject. While the "false confeqsion" of an experimental subject does

nothing more than lower his test score, the false confession of the

suspect in the squad room can result in the loss of his freedom or life.
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Footnote s

IThis resear(h was supported by ON Contract 1000 L4-67-A-0112-0041

to Philip G. Zimbardo, who also provided the laboratory facilities and

valuable advice. Thanks are extended to Robert latschullat, John Weeks,

Sdward Oliver, and Jan 'dattles for their help.

A more detailed procedural description of this experiment, as well

as the stimulus materials, can be found in the laboratory manual by Lane &

Bern (1965).

5All of the following data were analyzed by two-tailed t-tests based

on difference scores for each subject (in contrast to the one-tailed

t-tests employed by Bern).
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TABLE I

Mean Number of Recall Errors for TEn Trials

(Comparable Data from Berm in Brackets)

Confession
Stimulus
light

True False

Truth 3,04 3.76

C2.361 3.82]

Lie 2.49 2.91

tS.82] [1.82]

Lie vs. truth light (t = 3.68, 54 df, <.o01)

True vs. false confession (t - 1.92, 54 df, <.10)
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TABLE 2

Mtan Scores Comibining Accuracy and Confidence

(Range: 1 - 10)

Confess ion
Stimulus _______________ ____

1light
True False

Truth 6.90 6,45

Lie 7.27 7,07

Lie vs. truth light (t = 4.62, 54 df, <(.001)

True vs. false confession (t 1.82, 54 df, .10)
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Figure Caption

Figure 1: memory operating curve
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